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Hydro-Electric Surveys.—Topographical maps, how to
study and read them, areas suitable for water power schemes,
preliminary reconnaissance, catchment areas, rainfall and run-
off. Barlow's percentages, approximate discharge of streams and
rivers, capacity of water impounded, hydrographical methods of
survey, pipe line alignment, tunnel alignment, forebay, transmis-
sion line survey. Instruments used in reconnaissance, prelimi-
nary survey and final contour survey.
Astronomy.—Definition. System of celestial co-ordinates;
The reasons for sidereal sun and the moan time; accelerations,
retardation and equation of time; Julian and Gregorion Calen-
dars ; time and the various astronomical corrections.
The practical course consists in finding the meridian o£ a
place by observations oL* the sun or a star at upper culmination
by equal altitudes, by the sun or stars not on the meridian, and
by circumpolar stars at elongation; and in finding time by the
sun or stars on the meridian and ex-meridian: and in finding
latitude, by polaris, and circum-meridianal observations. Use
and construction of Sun-dials.
41.   higher theory of structures.
Secondary stresses in structure. Theory of arches. Masonry
arches. Hinged arches. Three point hinged arches. Eesilience
tests for failure of long struts. Suspension-bridges. Swing-
bridges. Approximate method of finding stresses from indeter-
minate equations. Design of revetted joints and stresses in boiler
shells. The theory of least work and its application to the metal
arch. Stresses in high masonry dams. Theory of earth pressure
and of foundations.
42.    irrigation.
(3rd Year].
Canal Irrigation.—General description of Indian rivers.
River discharges. Guaging silt and remedies against its excessive
deposition. Kennedy's Theory and its applications. Qarrat's
tables and diagrams.
Perennial and Inundation canal system. Duty of canal water
and Base of Duty. Losses in a canal. Waterlogging and lining
of canals to prevent loss.-
Inundation canals.—"When permissible. General description
of such system. Location of take-off to avoid silting.

